Shully’s Waitstaff Positions
If you’re interested in working events for us as a waitstaff member, please email your application
to hr@shullyscuisine.com; here’s a little information about the position itself!








Starting pay of $13/hour, wage increase of $.75-$1.00 after 6 events (based on evaluated
performance)—we can alter starting pay based on prior service experience
Fast-paced training environment for all ages, an excellent learning opportunity
o Learn to hold a tray, serve gourmet food, pour wine (if you’re 18), professionally
interact with coworkers and guests, execute a successful (private or corporate)
event, and serve the Shully Way with a smile! Working with us will solidify your
service industry skills and you’ll be ready to take on anything!
Pick your own schedule, pick up shifts/events that YOU want to work, we’ll use your
availability (detailed in your application) to find hours that work for YOU!
Opportunities to grow as a leader—if you want to step up into a leadership position, we’ll
train you to be one of our accredited “LEAD Waitstaff” members
o Working for us comes with a handful of transferable skills and experiences;
working with high-end food and adhering to high-end service will benefit you in
the future—we’re a marvelous option for your first place of employment!
o We’re looking to advocate for our staff by promoting them internally and helping
them move forward in their careers; whether that’s providing part-time work to
individuals with external full-time jobs or writing letters of recommendations for
potential college students or National Honors Society—we do it all!
As far as physical involvement, working for us is a great way to get your legs moving!
Like any other gourmet catering environment, we move fast—so being physically
equipped to be on your feet for extended periods of time (and carrying a tray of
glassware/food) is essential! However, if you’re forthright about accommodations, we’ll
do our best to make them! Our number is 262-242-6633 for further inquiries!

Lastly, and most importantly, we’re a great place to work because we’re notoriously a very
friendly bunch! We’re so happy you’re thinking of us in your employment search; please let us
know any way we can make the process smooth for you! Enjoy some pictures below of our staff
having a blast at Shully’s events—make sure you don’t miss out on the fun any longer!

